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a b s t r a c t

We demonstrate a pulse sequence using symmetry-based rotor-synchronised RNm
n sequences for homo-

nuclear dipolar decoupling that achieves pure absorption phase high-resolution 1H spectra in solid-state
NMR. This sequence is compared with the phase-modulated Lee-Goldburg scheme. Experimental results
are shown for samples of glycine and L-histidine�HCl�H2O for magic-angle-spinning frequencies in the
range of 14–30 kHz and at two different magnetic fields.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of
abundant nuclei, such as 1H, is rendered difficult by the presence
of strong homonuclear dipolar couplings. The 1H solid-state NMR
spectra of rigid samples are normally broad, even under magic-an-
gle-spinning (MAS), which obscures the chemical shift informa-
tion. An effective way to enhance the resolution is to average out
the strong homonuclear dipolar couplings by applying radio-fre-
quency pulses along with MAS, a technique referred to as com-
bined rotation and multiple-pulse spectroscopy (CRAMPS) [1–3].
Several CRAMPS techniques have been introduced including
phase-modulated Lee-Goldburg (PMLG) [4–6] and decoupling un-
der mind boggling optimisation (DUMBO) [7,8]. These schemes
have been applied in single-, double- and triple-quantum 1H spec-
troscopy [8,9]. Developments in this field have been reviewed by
Vinogradov et al. [10], Brown [11], and Madhu [12], and practical
aspects regarding implementation of these sequences have been
summarised by Coelho et al. [13].

Efforts to improve the performance of the PMLG scheme have
led to better understanding of the role of RF imperfections and
the significance of effective z-rotations [14–16]. The introduction
of windowed acquisition has helped the acquisition of high-resolu-
tion 1H spectra in both one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional
(2D) protocols [17]. The introduction of supercycled schemes has
ll rights reserved.
enabled these methods to be applied at high MAS frequencies up
to 65 kHz [18,19]. Recently we have introduced new supercycling
schemes for wPMLG and wDUMBO which resulted in increased
robustness with respect to the MAS frequency [20].

At certain ratios of the pulse sequence cycle frequency (mc) and
the MAS frequency (mr), resonant interference occurs which leads
to line broadening and the appearance of extra lines in the spec-
trum [10]. Another disadvantage of wPMLG and wDUMBO se-
quences is the requirement of high RF fields at higher MAS
frequencies which restricts the application of these sequences to
low or moderate spinning frequencies [19]. A different approach
is to use rotor-synchronised sequences as demonstrated by Demco,
Hafner, Spiess, and the group of Levitt [21–23]. Two sets of exper-
iments have been developed which are based on symmetry princi-
ples and rotor synchronisation. One method utilises symmetry-
based pulse sequences of the R type consisting of composite 180�
pulses [23,24] and the other utilises smooth amplitude modulation
[25,26].

We recently presented preliminary results which demonstrate
the potential of these symmetry sequences in the field of homonu-
clear dipolar decoupling [24]. However, the implementation cho-
sen for that initial demonstration did not achieve pure-
absorption line shapes in the 2D spectrum, and generated quadra-
ture image peaks. In this work we use a modified pulse sequence in
order to achieve 2D spectra in pure absorption phase and without
image peaks. We additionally compare wPMLGx�x

mm and RNm
n se-

quences for homonuclear decoupling with spectra from two mag-
netic fields at proton Larmor frequencies of 500 and 700 MHz. We
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Table 2
A table of RNm

n sequences used to obtain high-resolution 1H spectra shown in Figs. 3–8.
m
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also demonstrate the potential of the symmetry-based pulse se-
quences in hetero-correlation spectroscopy.
MAS frequency and RF power required are given for various RNn sequences having the
composite pulse scheme of 90

�

4590
�

13590
�

45 as the basic R-element.

RNm
n sequences MAS rate (mr in

kHz)
RF power (mnut as a
multiple of mr)

RF power needed
(mnut in kHz)

R105
1

14 7.5mr 105.0

R105
1

15 7.5mr 112.5

R147
2

20 5.25mr 105.0

R84
1

20 6.0mr 120.0

R168
3

30 4.0mr 120.0
2. Experimental

The wPMLG and RNm
n experiments were carried out on Bruker

AVI 500 MHz and AVIII 700 MHz spectrometers. The exact details
are listed in the figure captions. Commercially available glycine,
L-histidine�HCl�H2O, and U–13C–L-histidine�HCl�H2O samples were
used without any purification or recrystallisation. A sample of
commercially available adamantane was used for the calibration
of the proton nutation frequency.
3. Results and discussions

The RNm
n symmetry sequences of the form ½R/R0�/�

N=2 consist of N
2

pairs of the pulse block ½R/R0�/� spanning n rotor periods, where / is
the overall phase shift given by / ¼ p

N m, where mis the spin winding
number [27]. The element R/ is derived from the basic element R0

by an overall phase shift of /. The element R0�/ is derived from R/

by changing the sign of all phases. The basic element R0 rotates res-
onant spins by an odd multiple of p about the x-axis. Typically, the
basic element R0 is a single or composite 180� pulse [27].

The synchronisation of the space and spin trajectories generates
an average Hamiltonian for which certain desired combinations of
{l, m, k, l} are allowed and the other combinations are suppressed.
The spin interactions are classified here according to the quantum
numbers {l, m, k, l} where {l, m} indicates the transformation prop-
erties of these interactions with respect to the spatial rotation of
the molecular framework and {k, l} indicates the transformation
properties of these interactions with respect to the rotation of
the nuclear spins induced by RF irradiation. For high-resolution
1H spectroscopy the isotropic chemical shift interaction l = 0 and
k = 1 should be symmetry-allowed whilst chemical shift anisotropy
terms (l = 2, k = 1), homonuclear dipolar couplings (l = 2, k = 2), and
heteronuclear dipolar couplings (l = 0, k = 2) should all be symme-
try-forbidden [27]. RNm

n sequences having a spin winding number
set as N/2 are suitable for use as homonuclear decoupling se-
quences since they allow terms of the form {0, 0, 1, l} whilst terms
of the form {2, m, k, l} are symmetry-forbidden. A list of suitable
RNm

n sequences having N 6 20, n 6 5 and m 6 10 is provided in
Table 1. All of these symmetries allow isotropic chemical shifts,
homonuclear, and heteronuclear J-couplings but suppress CSA,
homonuclear, and heteronuclear dipolar couplings. For all RNm

n

sequences of this type, the effective rotation axis of the chemical
shift Hamiltonian is the x-axis. Detailed study of these symmetry
sequences is given in Ref. [27].

For better performance with respect to off-resonance and in or-
der to improve local averaging of the homonuclear dipolar interac-
tions the RNm

n sequences used here are based on the composite
pulse elements. Here, element R0 = 90�45904590�45. Although the
RNm

n symmetry ensures that the first-order average Hamiltonian
Table 1
RNm

n symmetries for the observation of isotropic chemical shifts, homonuclear, and
heteronuclear J couplings under MAS. All the mentioned RNm

n sequences select
isotropic chemical-shift terms (l, m, k, l) = (0, 0, 1, ±1). All the CSA and homonuclear
DD coupling terms are suppressed. All inequivalent symmetries in the range of
N 6 20, n 6 5 and m 6 10 are shown.

n = 1 R63
1 R84

1 R105
1 R126

1 R147
1 R168

1 R189
1 R2010

1

n = 2 R63
2 R105

2 R147
2 R189

2

n = 3 R84
3 R105

3 R147
3 R168

3 R2010
3

n = 4 R63
4 R105

4 R147
4 R189

4

n = 5 R63
5 R84

5 R126
5 R147

5 R168
5 R189

5

has an appropriate form, the performance of a particular imple-
mentation depends on the magnitude and form of the higher-order
terms. Higher-order terms involving homonuclear dipolar cou-
plings may be minimised by ensuring that the first-order average
Hamiltonian, taken over a single R-element, is as small as possible.
This implies that the R-element itself should implement good local
averaging of the homonuclear dipolar interactions. For this reason
we use the basic element R0 = 90�45904590�45 which provides a
180� rotation around the x-axis, with a vanishing local average of
homonuclear dipolar interactions in the quasi static limit (compos-
ite pulse duration short compared to a rotor period) [23,27]. The
explicit RNm

n sequence is therefore given by (see Table 2)
Fig. 1. (a) Pulse sequence employing RNm
n scheme to observe 1H chemical shifts that

does not lead to pure absorption line shapes the modified form of which is given in
Fig. 2. (b) Pulse sequence employing wPMLGx�x

mm in the indirect dimension with A
depicting the phase profile of a wPMLG block. The 90� pulses are phase cycled as
/1 ¼ ½x; y; �x; �y�; /2 ¼ ½�x; �y; x; y� and /3 ¼ ½x; y; �x; �y�. (c) Pulse sequence used for 1H–13C
2D correlation spectroscopy. Following a t1 evolution under RNm

n sequence the
proton magnetisation is transferred to the carbon using RAMP-CP and detected
whilst the protons are decoupled using SWf-TPPM [33]. Here / ¼ ½x; y; �x; �y�.
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RNm
n ¼ fð90�45904590�45Þ90ð904590�459045Þ�90g

N=2

¼ fð9045901359045Þð90�4590�13590�45ÞgN=2 ð1Þ

where N/2 repetitions of the bracketed elements span n rotor peri-
ods. The nutation frequency is given by mnut = 0.75mrN/n [23]. In
practice, the resonance offset of the RF carrier is optimised experi-
mentally for the best resolution, as discussed below.
3.1. R-sequences for high-resolution 1H spectroscopy

In order to obtain high-resolution 1H spectra with RNm
n se-

quences, they need to be implemented in a two-dimensional
(2D) way. Homonuclear decoupling is applied during the evolution
interval, whilst no decoupling sequence is applied during the signal
acquisition. Magic-angle-spinning (MAS) is conducted throughout.
The high-resolution 1H spectrum is obtained by taking a positive
sum projection on to the indirect frequency axis.

In our previous work [23,24] we employed RNm
n sequences in the

manner shown in Fig. 1a. The R-sequences rotate the proton z-
magnetisation around the x-axis under the scaled chemical shift
Hamiltonian. The modulated z-magnetisation is monitored
through the amplitude of the signal induced by a 90� read pulse.
However, the resulting spectra suffered from phase-twisted line
shapes and image peaks.
Fig. 2. Step-wise schematic of the modification of the RNm
n pulse sequence shown in

Fig. 1a to achieve pure phase absorption spectra and to eliminate the image peaks.
(a) RNm

n block having an effective x-axis of rotation is (b) bracketed by two 90�
pulses of phase y and �y in order to switch the effective axis to z-axis. (c) RNm

n block
modified for the application of TPPM along with insertion of an initial 90� of phase
xfor excitation of transverse magnetisation. The phase of the entire block is
subjected to phase incrementation in synchrony with the incrementation of the
evolution interval, t1 (TPPI). (d) The final form of the pulse sequence. This is
constructed from (c) by omitting the redundant second 90

�

y pulse and adding two
90� pulses of phases �x and / respectively before detecting the magnetisation. The
penultimate pulse puts the magnetisation to the z-axis which is detected by
employing a 90� read pulse, the phase cycling of which is given by / ¼ ½x; y; �x; �y�
[28]. The receiver follows the phases of the last pulse. The details of the
modification are described in the text.
The performance of the sequence in Fig. 1a is improved by the
modifications shown in Fig. 2. First the RNm

n sequence, Fig. 2a, is
bracketed by two 90� pulses with phase +y and �y as shown in
Fig. 2b. This rotates the effective field of the RNm

n sequence from
the x-axis to the z-axis. After this manipulation, radio-frequency
phase shifts, which also act as rotations about the z-axis, commute
with the chemical shift evolution and may be used to implement
phase shift schemes for pure absorption spectroscopy, as in con-
ventional solution NMR. One possibility is illustrated in Fig. 2c,
which shows the modified RNm

n sequence incorporated into a typi-
cal two-dimensional data acquisition scheme including time-pro-
portional phase-incrementation (TPPI) [29] of single-quantum
coherences excited by an initial 90� pulse with phase x. The scheme
in Fig. 2d includes two further refinements. First, the second 90�
pulse has been removed. This is possible since the initial 90x pulse
is applied to thermal equilibrium magnetisation along the z-axis.
The state after this pulse always commutes with the second 90�
pulse, which is therefore superfluous. Second, the detected mag-
netisation is passed through a filter consisting of two further 90�
pulses. The penultimate pulse transforms the transverse magneti-
sation into longitudinal magnetisation, and the last pulse converts
this z-magnetisation into observable single-quantum coherences.
The phase of the last pulse is varied in a four-step phase cycle in
synchrony with the detection phase. This selects NMR signals pass-
ing through z-magnetisation at the junction of the last two 90�
pulses. This process suppresses any signal components with inap-
propriate phases. This is the complete modified sequence, Fig. 2d,
used here for the acquisition of high-resolution 1H pure absorption
phase spectra.

Fig. 3 compares the 1H spectra of glycine obtained using the
pulse sequence in Fig. 1a and the pulse sequence in Fig. 2d at
Fig. 3. 2D 1H–1H correlation spectra of glycine obtained using the pulse sequence
shown in (a) Fig. 1a and (b) Fig. 2d with R147

2. The F1(vertical) proton spectra is the
projection of the indirect dimension of the 2D spectra the chemical shifts of which
were scaled by a factor of 0.6. The experiments were performed at a spinning
frequency of 20 kHz on a Bruker 500 MHz AVI spectrometer using a 2.5 mm double-
resonance probe.
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20 kHz MAS frequency using R147
2. The line shapes obtained using

the pulse sequence in Fig. 1a display phase distortions and strong
image peaks. With the use of the pulse sequence in Fig. 2d image
peaks disappear and pure-absorption line shapes are obtained as
shown in Fig. 3b. An enhancement in resolution is also obtained
which is reflected by the decrease in the linewidth of the NHþ3 res-
onance from 0.92 ppm in Fig. 3a to 0.5 ppm in Fig. 3b. In both the
cases 1024 points were taken in the indirect dimension with 4 s of
recycle delay between each of the four scans per t1 increment. The
carrier frequency was optimised for both cases and was kept
�10 kHz from the centre of the proton spectra [30].

Fig. 4 shows the spectra of glycine, left panel, and L-histi-
dine�HCl�H2O, right panel, obtained at MAS frequencies of 15, 20,
and 30 kHz. These spectra are the projections of the indirect
dimension of the 2D 1H–1H homocorrelation spectra obtained with
the pulse sequence in Fig. 2d. The symmetry sequences used in the
case of glycine are R105

1; R147
2, and R168

3 whilst in the case of L-his-
tidine�HCl�H2O they are R105

1; R84
1, and R168

3. The spectra of glycine
were referenced by assigning the mid-point of the two methylene
proton resonances to be at 3.55 ppm whilst spectra of L-histi-
dine�HCl�H2O were referenced by assigning the methylene reso-
nance to be at 3.2 ppm. The experimentally obtained scaling
factor in all the cases was 0.6. Theoretically the scaling factor is
0.64. The carrier frequency was kept at �10 kHz from the centre
of the 1H spectra.

Fig. 5 shows the projections of the indirect dimension of the 2D
1H–1H homocorrelation spectra of glycine at various off-resonance
values. These spectra were recorded at 20 kHz of MAS frequency
using R147

2. The spectra indicate that the best decoupling condi-
tions are obtained at high off-resonance values. The best spectra
Fig. 4. Projections of the indirect dimension of 1H–1H correlation spectra of glycine
(left panel) and L-histidine�HCl�H2O (right panel) obtained using the pulse sequence
shown in Fig. 2d. The spectra were recorded at spinning frequencies of (a) 15 kHz
using R105

1, (b) 20 kHz using R147
2, (c) 30 kHz using R168

3, (d) 15 kHz using R105
1, (e)

20 kHz using R147
2, and (f) 30 kHz using R168

3. The RF power needed for these
sequences are listed in Table 2. The chemical shifts were scaled by a factor of 0.6.
The experiments were performed on a Bruker 500 MHz AVI spectrometer using a
2.5 mm double-resonance probe.

Fig. 5. Projections of the indirect dimension of 1H–1H correlation spectra of glycine
plotted as a function of off-resonance. The off-resonance values are (a) +9 kHz (b)
+7 kHz (c) +3 kHz (d) �1 kHz (e) �5 kHz (f) �10 kHz, and (g) �13 kHz. The spectra
were recorded at 20 kHz of spinning frequency using R84

1 on a Bruker 500 MHz AVI
spectrometer using a 2.5 mm double-resonance probe.
obtained are at +7 kHz and �10 kHz of off-resonance value from
the center of the proton spectra taking into account the sign of
the precession frequency [30]. No decoupling was observed when
the carrier frequency was kept either on the NHþ3 resonance or
on the CH2 resonance.

In Fig. 6 the scale factor, obtained by measuring the NHþ3 line
position (DN) as a function of the RF off-resonance (Dm), is plotted
for the sequence R147

2. A scale factor of 0.6 was obtained which re-
mains constant with respect to the off-resonance values. The
Fig. 6. The off-resonance dependence (Dm) of the NHþ3 line position (DN) of glycine
with R147

2 at 20 kHz of spinning frequency. The experiments were performed on a
Bruker 500 MHz AVI spectrometer using a 2.5 mm double-resonance probe. The
straight line is the best-fit line with a slope of 0.6 which gives the scale factor of the
sequence.



Fig. 7. 2D 1H–1H correlation spectra of glycine obtained using the pulse sequence in
(a) Fig. 2d and (b) Fig. 1b. The linewidth of NHþ3 peak of glycine is indicated on the
figure. The experiments were performed at 14 kHz spinning frequency on a Bruker
500 MHz AVI spectrometer using a 4 mm triple-resonance probe.

Fig. 8. Projections of the indirect dimension of 1H–1H correlation spectra of glycine
(left panel) and L-histidine�HCl�H2O (right panel) obtained using the RNm

n schemes
shown in Fig. 2d. The spectra were recorded at spinning frequencies and RF
nutation frequencies of (a, d) 15 kHz and 112.5 kHz using R105

1, (b, e) 20 kHz and
120 kHz using R84

1, and (c, f) 25 kHz and 131.25 kHz using R147
2. The chemical shifts

were scaled by a factor of 0.6. The experiments were performed on a Bruker
700 MHz AVIII spectrometer using a 2.5 mm triple-resonance probe. The offset was
placed at �10 kHz from the centre of the spectrum.
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experimentally obtained line shows a discontinuity as no decou-
pling was observed when the carrier was kept on resonance. The
straight line is the best-fit line with a slope of 0.6 which deter-
mines the scale factor s = DN/Dm.
3.2. Comparison of wPMLGx�x
mm and RNm

n schemes of decoupling

Here we compare spectra acquired with RNm
n and wPMLGx�x

mm

schemes with both the schemes applied during t1. The 2D pulse se-
quence with wPMLGx�x

mm is shown in Fig. 1b. For the comparison
study, 2D 1H–1H correlation experiments were performed in a sim-
ilar fashion with wPMLGx�x

mm and RNm
n sequence in the indirect

dimension and acquisition under MAS in the direct dimension.
These experiments were done on a 4 mm triple-resonance probe
at 14 kHz MAS frequency. In both cases, 1024 points were taken
in the indirect dimension with 4 s of recycle delay between each
of the 4 transients. The carrier was kept on-resonance in case of
decoupling under wPMLGx�x

mm scheme whilst it was kept at +7 kHz
from the center of the 1H spectrum in case of decoupling under
RNm

n scheme. The dwell time in case of decoupling with RNm
n se-

quence corresponded to the duration of ½R/R0�/� which was equal
to one 540� pulse. The RNm

n sequence used in this case was R105
1

which required a nutation frequency of 105 kHz corresponding to
a dwell time of 14.29 ls. The dwell time in case of decoupling un-
der wPMLGx�x

mm corresponded to sx�x
c =2 which was 20.9 ls. The RF

power applied in this case was 97.6 kHz. In spite of having a lower
digital resolution, the performance of RNm

n sequence was better
than that of wPMLGx�x

mm which is reflected by the linewidth as
Fig. 9. Projections of the indirect dimension of 1H–1H correlation spectra of glycine
(left panel) and L-histidine�HCl�H2O (right panel) obtained using wPMLGx�x

mm scheme
shown in Fig. 1b. The spectra were recorded at spinning frequencies and RF
nutation frequencies of (a, d) 15 kHz and 102 kHz (b, e) 20 kHz and 135 kHz, and (c,
f) 25 kHz and 157 kHz. The chemical shifts were scaled by a factor of 0.45. The
experiments were performed on a Bruker 700 MHz AVIII spectrometer using a
2.5 mm triple-resonance probe. The offset was placed at the centre of the spectrum.
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indicated on Fig. 7 and also it can be seen from the figure that the
CHa

2 and CHb
2 peak of glycine are completely resolved to the base-

line in case of decoupling under symmetry sequences. The scale
factor for wPMLGx�x

mm and RNm
n sequence was 0.44 and 0.6

respectively.

3.3. wPMLGx�x
mm and RNm

n schemes at higher magnetic fields

The results in the previous sections were all obtained at 1H Lar-
mor frequency of 500 MHz. We now investigate the performance
of both RNm

n and wPMLGx�x
mm schemes at 1H Larmor frequency of

700 MHz.
Fig. 8 shows the RNm

n spectra of glycine (left column) and L-his-
tidine�HCl�H2O (right column) acquired with MAS frequencies of
15, 20, and 25 kHz, using RNm

n sequences R105
1; R84

1, and R147
2

and employing RF nutation frequencies of 112.5, 120, and
131.25 kHz from top to bottom rows. Fig. 9 shows the wPMLGx�x

mm

spectra of glycine (left column) and L-histidine�HCl�H2O (right col-
umn) acquired with MAS frequencies of 15, 20, and 25 kHz and
employing RF nutation frequencies of 102, 135, and 157 kHz from
top to bottom rows. The PMLG pulse was of duration 1.55, 1.35,
and 0.96 ls for spectra from top to bottom and the window delay
was 4.2 ls in all the cases. Selected line widths are indicated in the
figure. In both Figs. 8 and 9 the intensities are plotted normalised
with respect to the intensity obtained with MAS frequency of
25 kHz. A gain in intensity with increasing MAS frequencies has
been reported with the DUMBO decoupling scheme [31].

Comparing Figs. 7 and 9 it is clear that wPMLGx�x
mm performs

much better at the higher magnetic field which in our case also
has a newer console of Bruker AVIII compared to Bruker AVI for
the lower magnetic field. We believe that the improvement in
resolution is mainly due to the better pulse profile, lower RF inho-
mogeneity, and reduced transient effects in the newer console. On
Fig. 10. 2D 13C–1H correlation spectra of U–13C–L-histidine�HCl�H2O spectra obtained usi
(c) Projection of the indirect dimension of 1H–1H correlation spectrum of U–13C–L-hi
homonuclear decoupling R84

1 was used in the indirect dimension and the carbon magneti
SWf-TPPM [33].
the other hand it seems that the RNm
n sequences are much more for-

giving with respect to the actual RF and probe features as evident
from Figs. 4 and 7. There is no resolution advantage with MAS fre-
quency for wPMLGx�x

mm as reported earlier [19], however, there seems
to be some improvement of resolution in the case of RNm

n sequences.
This is evident from the line width of the NHþ3 resonance at 15 and
25 kHz of MAS frequency. Another noteworthy feature from Figs. 8
and 9 is the lower RF nutation frequency requirement for the RNm

n se-
quences compared with wPMLGx�x

mm. This feature might favour the
use of RNm

n sequences at ultra-high MAS frequencies.

3.4. Two-dimensional 13C-1H hetero-correlation spectroscopy

Fig. 10 shows the potential of R-sequences in hetero-correlation
spectroscopy. The experiments were performed on a sample of
U–13C–L-histidine�HCl�H2O at 20 kHz MAS frequency using the
pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1c. During the t1 time domain the
proton magnetisation evolved under R84

1 decoupling. The homonu-
clear decoupling was carried out with the carrier on the proton
kept at �10 kHz from the center of the 1H resonance. The fre-
quency was then switched to on-resonance whilst the magnetisa-
tion was along the z-axis after the t1 evolution for efficient cross
polarisation and heteronuclear decoupling. The polarisation was
then transferred to the carbons via ramped cross polarisation with
a ramped contact pulse on the proton channel to overcome the
small mismatch in the Hartmann-Hahn condition [32]. The RF
amplitude used on the 1H and 13C were 69 kHz (mid-point of the
ramp with a 10% slope) and 49 kHz respectively. 512 points were
taken in the t1 dimension with 4 s of recycle delay between each
of the eight scans per t1 increment. For short CP mixing times only
the protons in close proximity were observed. Hence the CHa

2; CHb
2,

and the ring protons are only observed. However for long contact
times the transfer of polarisation from H2O, NH, and NHþ3 protons
ng the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1c with mixing times of (a) 1 ms and (b) 100 ls.
stidine�HCl�H2O. The experiments were performed at 20 kHz MAS frequency. For
sation was detected in the direct dimension while the protons were decoupled using
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becomes evident in the spectrum. The transfer and build up of
polarisation depend on the molecular conformation. The increase
in linewidths and absence of the triplet of the ring protons and
NHþ3 as seen in unlabelled L-histidine�HCl�H2O can be interpreted
in terms of the presence of heteronuclear dipolar couplings be-
tween 13C and 1H. To confirm the observation, a 2D homocorrela-
tion 1H–1H experiment was performed on the labelled sample
with 512 increments in the indirect dimension under the same
condition, the result of which is shown in Fig. 10c.

4. Conclusions

The potential of RNm
n sequences for high-resolution 1H spectros-

copy in solid-state NMR at high MAS frequencies has been ex-
plored in this work. A new pulse sequence protocol allows one to
obtain pure-absorption 2D spectra with good resolution and dis-
crimination of the sign of the precession frequency. We have dem-
onstrated 1H–1H and 1H–13C correlation spectroscopy at MAS
frequencies of up to 30 kHz. A comparison study between the
wPMLGx�x

mm and RNm
n sequences shows the following: (a) Resolution

with both schemes is comparable with advanced consoles, (b)
there is a moderate resolution enhancement with RNm

n schemes
with increasing MAS frequencies, (c) the RF nutation frequency
requirement for RNm

n is lower than that for wPMLGx�x
mm, and (d) the

scale factor for RNm
n sequences is higher than that for wPMLGx�x

mm.
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